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Abstract: We present a systematic coarse-graining (CG) strategy for many particle molecular systems
based on cluster expansion techniques. We construct a hierarchy of coarse-grained Hamiltonians with
interaction potentials consisting of two, three and higher body interactions. In this way, the suggested
model becomes computationally tractable, since no information from long n-body (bulk) simulations
is required in order to develop it, while retaining the fluctuations at the coarse-grained level. The
accuracy of the derived cluster expansion based on interatomic potentials is examined over a range
of various temperatures and densities and compared to direct computation of the pair potential of
mean force. The comparison of the coarse-grained simulations is done on the basis of the structural
properties, against detailed all-atom data. On the other hand, by construction, the approximate
coarse-grained models retain, in principle, the thermodynamic properties of the atomistic model
without the need for any further parameter fitting. We give specific examples for methane and ethane
molecules in which the coarse-grained variable is the centre of mass of the molecule. We investigate
different temperature (T) and density (ρ) regimes, and we examine differences between the methane
and ethane systems. Results show that the cluster expansion formalism can be used in order to
provide accurate effective pair and three-body CG potentials at high T and low ρ regimes. In the
liquid regime, the three-body effective CG potentials give a small improvement over the typical pair
CG ones; however, in order to get significantly better results, one needs to consider even higher
order terms.

Keywords: cluster expansions; PMF calculations; systematic coarse-graining; three-body
effective potential

1. Introduction

The theoretical study of complex molecular systems is a very intense research area due to both
basic scientific questions and technological applications [1]. A main challenge in this field is to
provide a direct quantitative link between the chemical structure at the molecular level and measurable
macroscopic quantities over a broad range of length and time scales. Such knowledge would be
especially important for the tailored design of materials with the desired properties, over an enormous
range of possible applications in nano-, bio-technology, food science, drug industry, cosmetics, etc.

A common characteristic of all complex fluids is that they exhibit multiple length and time
scales. Therefore, simulation methods across scales are required in order to study such systems.
On the all-atom-level description, classical atomistic models have successfully been used in
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order to quantitatively predict the properties of molecular systems over a considerable range of
different thermodynamic conditions [1–4]. However, due to the broad spectrum of characteristic
lengths and times involved in complex molecular systems, it is desirable to reduce the required
computational cost by describing the system through a small number of degrees of freedom. Thus,
coarse-grained (CG) models have been used in order to increase the length and time scales accessible by
simulations [1,3,5–22].

From a mathematical point of view, coarse-graining is a sub-field of dimensionality reduction;
there are several statistical methods for the reduction of the degrees of freedom under consideration
in a deterministic or stochastic model, such as principal component analysis, polynomial chaos and
diffusion maps [4,20]. Here, we focus our discussion on CG methods based on a combination of
recent computational methods and old theoretical tools from statistical mechanics. Such CG models,
which are developed by lumping groups of atoms into CG particles and deriving the effective CG
interaction potentials directly from more detailed (microscopic) simulations, are capable of predicting
quantitatively the properties of specific molecular systems (see, for example, [5–9,11–13,15,17–19,23–25]
and the references therein).

The most important part in all systematic CG models, based on detailed atomistic data, is to
develop rigorous all-atom to CG methodologies that allow, as accurate as possible, estimation of the
CG effective interaction. With such approaches, the combination of atomistic and hierarchical CG
models could allow the study of specific molecular systems without adjustable parameters and by
that become truly predictive [11,14,15]. There exists a variety of methods that construct a reduced
CG model that approximates the properties of molecular systems based on statistical mechanics.
For example:

(a) In structural, or correlation-based, methods, the main goal is to find
effective CG potentials that reproduce the pair radial distribution function
g(r), and the distribution functions of bonded degrees of freedom (e.g.,
bonds, angles, dihedrals) for CG systems with intramolecular interaction
potential [6,7,9,10,21,22]. The CG effective interactions in such methods are obtained
using the direct Boltzmann inversion, or reversible work, method [10,26–28], or iterative
techniques, such as the iterative Boltzmann inversion (IBI) [7,29] and the inverse Monte Carlo
(IMC); or inverse Newton approach [22,30].

(b) Force matching (FM) or multi-scale CG (MSCG) methods [5,14,16,31–33] comprise a mean least
squares problem that considers as the observable function the total force acting on a coarse bead.

(c) The relative entropy (RE) [8,18,34] method employs the minimization of the relative entropy, or
Kullback–Leibler divergence, between the microscopic Gibbs measure µ and µθ , representing
approximations to the exact coarse space Gibbs measure. In this case, the microscopic
probability distribution can be thought of as the observable. The minimization of the relative
entropy is performed through Newton–Raphson approaches and/or stochastic optimization
techniques [19,35].

In practice, all of the above numerical methods are employed to approximate a many body
potential of mean force (PMF), UPMF, describing the equilibrium distribution of CG particles observed
in simulations of atomically-detailed models. Besides the above numerical parametrization schemes,
more analytical approaches have also been developed for the approximation of the CG effective
interaction, based on traditional liquid state theory and on pair correlation functions [36–43]. In these
methods, in order to account for the many-body contributions (from the higher order terms), a closure
scheme is performed. However, although these methods do perform well in some cases, there is no
rigorous quantification of the closure error in the corresponding diagrammatic expansions; see [44,45].
The closures take into account some diagrams from all orders in the expansions (and hence, can
potentially give good approximations in the liquid state), but the sum of the neglected terms (i.e., the
error) has not been quantified. The quantification of these terms is a challenging open problem, both
from a theoretical point of view due to the complicated combinatorial structure, as well as from the
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computational one since it involves many-body interactions. Hence, a common idea in all methods is
to reduce this complexity. We also refer to [46], where simplifications are produced by considering the
infinite dilution limit.

Here, we discuss an approach for estimating UPMF, and the corresponding effective CG
non-bonded potential, based on cluster expansion methods. Such methods originate from the works
of Mayer and collaborators [47] in the 1940s. In the 1960s, numerous approximate expansions
had been further developed [44,48,49] for the study of the liquid state. We also refer to the later
textbook [50]. Later, with the advancement of powerful computational machines, the main focus
has been directed on improving the computational methods such as Monte Carlo and molecular
dynamics. However, the latter are mostly bulk calculations, and they become quite slow for large
systems. Reducing the degrees of freedom by coarse-graining has been a key strategy to construct more
efficient methods, but with many open questions with respect to the error estimation, transferability
and adaptivity of the suggested methods. Based on recent developments of the mathematical theory of
expansion methods in the canonical ensemble [51], our purpose is to combine the two approaches and
obtain powerful computational methods, whose error compared to the target atomistic calculations
can be quantified via rigorous estimates. In principle, the validity of these methods is limited to the gas
regime. Here, we examine the accuracy of these methods in different state points. This attempt consists
of the following: a priori error estimation of the approximate schemes depending on the different
regimes, a posteriori error validation of the method from the coarse-grained data and the design of
related adaptive methods. We note that our suggested approach is a bottom up methodology, in the
sense that we directly sample the CG effective potential based on atomistic simulations of only a few
particles, instead of matching average forces or equilibrium quantities of larger n-body (bulk) systems,
as in (a)–(c). By construction, the effective potential is independent of the density ρ, but naturally,
it depends on the number of hierarchy terms in each computation, as well as on the temperature.
Furthermore, in each regime, different expansions might be appropriate. Note that density-dependent
CG effective interaction potentials, which are often used in the literature, are a non-systematic way to
account for the many-body interactions [52].

In previous years, we have developed CG models, based on cluster expansions, for lattice
systems, obtaining higher order schemes and a posteriori error estimates [53], for both short- and
long-range interactions [54] and designing adaptive methods [55] and investigating possible strategies
for reconstruction of the atomistic information [56]. This is very much in the spirit of the polymer
science literature [10,11,57], and in this paper, we get closer by considering off-lattice models. The
proposed approach is based on typical schemes that are based on isolated molecules [26,27,58]. Here,
we extend such approaches using cluster expansion tools for deriving CG effective potentials. We start
from the typical two-body (pair) effective interaction, but some results can be extended to many-body
interactions, as well. We also present a detailed theoretical investigation about the effect of higher order
terms in obtaining CG effective interaction potentials for realistic molecular systems. In the present
work, we focus on two prototypical examples of molecular systems, one with spherical symmetry
(methane) and one without (ethane). In future work, we will extend these results to longer molecules,
not necessarily with spherical symmetry. We show some first results from the implementation of
three-body terms on the effective CG potential; a more detailed work on the higher order terms will be
given in a forthcoming work [59].

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the atomistic molecular system
and its coarse-graining via the definition of the CG map, the n-body distribution function and the
corresponding n-body potential of mean force. The cluster expansion-based formulation of the CG
effective interaction is presented in Section 3. Details about the model systems (methane and ethane)
and the simulation considered here are discussed in Section 4. Results are presented in Section 5; we
briefly discuss the three-body case in Section 6. Finally, we close with Section 7 summarizing the
results of this work.
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2. Molecular Models

2.1. Atomistic and “Exact” Coarse-Grained Description

Here, we give a short description of the molecular model in the microscopic (all-atom) and
mesoscopic (coarse-grained) scale. Assume a system of N (classical) atoms (or molecules) in a box
Λ(`) := (− `

2 , `
2 ]

d ⊂ Rd (for some ` > 0), at temperature T. We will also denote the box by Λ when
we do not need to make explicit the dependence on `. We consider a configuration q ≡ {q1, . . . , qN}
of N atoms, where qi is the position of the i-th atom. The particles interact via a pair potential
V : Rd → R ∪ {∞}, for which we assume the standard conditions of stability and temperedness;
namely, that there exists a constant B ≥ 0 such that: ∑1≤i<j≤N V(qi − qj) ≥ −BN for all N and all
q1, ..., qN and that C(β) :=

∫
Rd |e−βV(r) − 1|dr < ∞, where β = 1

kBT and kB is the Boltzmann’s constant.
The canonical partition function of the system is given by:

Zβ,Λ,N :=
1

N!

∫

ΛN
dq1 . . . dqN e−βHΛ(p,q), (1)

where HΛ is the Hamiltonian (total energy) of the system confined in a domain Λ:

HΛ(p, q) :=
N

∑
i=0

p2
i

2m
+ U(q). (2)

By U(q), we denote the total potential energy of the system, which for pair type potentials is:

U(q) := ∑
1≤i<j≤N

V(qi − qj), (3)

where, for simplicity, we assume periodic boundary conditions on Λ. Integrating over the momenta
in (1), we get:

Zβ,Λ,N =
λN

N!

∫

ΛN
dq1 . . . dqN e−βU(q) =: λN ZU

β,Λ,N , (4)

where λ := ( 2mπ
β )d/2. In the sequel, for simplicity, we will consider λ = 1 and identify Zβ,Λ,N ≡ ZU

β,Λ,N .
Fixing the positions q1 and q2 of two particles, we define the two-point correlation function:

ρ
(2),at
N,Λ (q1, q2) :=

1
(N − 2)!

∫
dq3 . . . dqN

1
Zβ,Λ,N

e−βU(q). (5)

It is easy to see that in the thermodynamic limit, the leading order is ρ2, where ρ = N
|Λ| , and

|Λ| is the volume of the box Λ. Thus, it is common to define the following order one quantity
g(r) := 1

ρ2 ρ
(2),at
N,Λ (q1, q2), for r = |q1 − q2|. More generally, for n ≤ N, we define the n-body version:

g(n)(q1, . . . , qn) =
1

(N − n)!ρn

∫

ΛN−n
dqn+1 . . . dqN

1
Zβ,Λ,N

e−βU(q), (6)

and from that, the order n potential of mean force (PMF), UPMF(q1, . . . , qn)[60,61], given by:

UPMF(q1, . . . , qn) := − 1
β

log g(n)(q1, . . . , qn). (7)

We define the coarse-graining map T : (Rd)N → (Rd)M on the microscopic state space, given by
T : q 7→ T(q) ≡ (T1(q), . . . , TM(q)) ∈ RM, which determines the M (M < N) CG degrees of freedom
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as a function of the atomic configuration q. We call “CG particles” the elements of the coarse space
with positions r ≡ {r1, . . . , rM}. We further define the effective CG potential energy by:

Ueff(r1, . . . , rM) := − 1
β

log
∫

{Tq=r}
dq1 . . . dqN e−βU(q), (8)

where the integral is over all atomistic configurations that correspond to a specific CG one using the
coarse-graining map. Note that Ueff is in practice equivalent, up to a constant, to the (conditional) PMF.
In the example we will deal with later, the configuration r will represent the centres of mass of groups
of atomistic particles. This coarse-graining gives rise to a series of multi-body effective potentials of
one, two, up to M-body interactions, which are unknown functions of the CG configuration. Note also
that by the construction of the CG potential in (8), the partition function is the same:

Zβ,Λ,N =
∫

dr1 . . . drM

∫

{Tq=r}
dqe−βU(q) =

∫
dr1 . . . drMe−βUeff(r1,...,rM) =: Zcg

β,Λ,M. (9)

The main purpose of this article is to give a systematic way (via the cluster expansion method)
of constructing controlled approximations of Ueff that can be efficiently computed, and at the same
time, we have a quantification of the corresponding error for both “structural” and “thermodynamic”
quantities. By structural, we refer to g(r), while by thermodynamic to the pressure and the free
energy. Note that both depend on the partition function, but they can also be related [61] to each other
as follows:

βp = ρ− β

6
ρ2
∫ ∞

0
ru′(r)g(r)4πr2dr, (10)

for the general case of pair-interaction potentials u(r).

2.2. Coarse-Grained Approximations

As mentioned above, there are several methods in the literature that give approximations to the
effective (CG) interaction potential Ueff as defined in (8). Below, we list some of them without the claim
of being exhaustive:

(a) The correlation-based (e.g., DBI, IBI and IMC) methods that use the pair radial distribution
function g(r), related to the two-body potential of mean force for the intermolecular interaction
potential, as well as distribution functions of bonded degrees of freedom (e.g., bonds, angles,
dihedrals) for CG systems with intramolecular interaction potential [6,7,9,10,21,22]. These
methods will be further discussed below.

(b) Force matching (FM) methods [5,16,31] in which the observable function is the average force
acting on a CG particle. The CG potential is then determined from atomistic force information
through a least-square minimization principle, to variationally project the force corresponding to
the potential of mean force onto a force that is defined by the form of the approximate potential.

(c) Relative entropy (RE)-type [8,18,19] methods that produce optimal CG potential parameters by
minimizing the relative entropy, Kullback–Leibler divergence between the atomistic and the CG
Gibbs measures sampled by the atomistic model.

In addition to the above numerical methods, analytical works for the estimation of the effective
CG interaction, based on integral equation theory, have also been developed for polymers and polymer
blends [42,62]. A brief review and categorization of parametrization methods at equilibrium is given
in [17,63].

The correlation-based iterative methods use the fact that for a pair interaction u(r), by plugging
the virial expansion of p in powers of ρ into (10) and comparing the orders of ρ, one obtains that [61]:

g(r) = e−βu(r)γ(r), where γ(r) = 1 + c1(r)ρ + c2(r)ρ2 + . . . (11)
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Given the atomistic “target” g(r) from a free (i.e., without constraints) atomistic run, by
inverting (11) and neglecting the higher order terms of γ(r), one can obtain a first candidate for a pair
coarse-grained potential u(r). Then, one calculates the g(r) that corresponds to the first candidate and
by iterating this procedure eventually obtains the desired two-body coarse-grained potential. This
scheme is based on the theorem that if there exists a pair CG interaction that reproduces the target g(r),
this is unique [64]. However, this is only an approximation (accounting for the neglected terms of order
ρ and higher in the expansion of γ(r)) since we know that the “true” CG interaction potential should be
multi-body, as a result of integrating atomistic degrees of freedom. Hence, having agreement on g(r),
within numerical accuracy, does not secure proper thermodynamic behaviour, and several methods
have been employed towards this direction; see, for example, [7,40,52] and the references within.

In order to maintain the correct thermodynamic properties, our approach in this paper is based
on cluster expanding (8) with respect to some small, but finite parameter ε depending on the regime in
which we are interested. For technical reasons we will focus here on the low density-high temperature
regime. However, the cluster expansion is a perturbative method that can in principle be applied to
other regimes once the appropriate target system is identified. For example, we refer to [53] where
similar perturbations around mean field models for lattice systems have been implemented. In that
case, the validity of the expansion can go beyond the usual high temperature regime. Extending
this result to off-lattice systems, as is the case here, is more complicated, and we leave it for future
investigation. As will be explained in detail in the next section, the resulting cluster expansion provides
us with a hierarchy of terms. Uniformly in r ≡ r1, . . . , rM, we have:

Ueff(r) = U(2)(r) + O(ε2), or Ueff(r) = U(2)(r) + U(3)(r) + O(ε3),

U(2)(r) := ∑
i,j

W(2)(ri, rj), U(3)(r) := ∑
i,j,k

W(3)(ri, rj, rk), etc., (12)

together with the corresponding error estimates. Note that a precise choice of the error quantity ε,
depending on the density and the temperature, will be given in Section 3.

The above terms can in principle be calculated independently via fast atomistic
simulations of 2, 3, etc., molecules, in the spirit of the conditional reversible work (CRW)
method [13,27,28,58]. In more detail, the effective non-bonded (two-body) CG potential can be
computed as follows:

(a) One method is by fixing the distance r1,2 := r1 − r2 between two molecules and performing
molecular dynamics with such forces that maintain the fixed distance r1,2. In this way, we
sample atomistic potential energy (and forces) over the constrained phase space and obtain
the conditional partition function as the integral in (8). Alternatively, by integration of the
constrained force (−

∫ rcut
rmin
〈 f 〉r1,2=RdR), the two-body effective potential can be obtained. These

are the W(2),full,U and W(2),full,F terms, respectively. Note that we have not used any kind of
fitting or projection over a basis as in [65,66]; the data are in tabulated form.

(b) Upon inverting g(r) in (11) for two isolated molecules, the two-body effective potential can be
directly obtained, since for such a system, γ(r) = 1; i.e., the low ρ regime. This method is only
used for comparison with (a)as it uses the g(r).

Here, we examine both of the above methods; see Figure 3. Note also that the validity of cluster
expansion provides rigorous expansions for g(r), the pressure and the other relevant quantities. Hence,
with this approach, we can have a priori estimation of the errors made in (11). Another benefit of
the cluster expansion is that the error terms can be written in terms of the coarse-grained quantities
allowing for a posteriori error estimates and the design of adaptive methods [55]; see also the discussion
in Section 7.
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2.3. Thermodynamic Consistency

As already mentioned, several coarse-graining strategies lack thermodynamic consistency; see
also the discussion by Louis [46] and Guenza [40], where thermodynamically-consistent theories
have been developed based on the standard closures of the liquid state theory. However, as the error
in these closures has not been rigorously quantified, we first investigate here a much simpler case;
namely, what is the contribution of the three-body terms in approximating thermodynamic quantities
in the regimes where the cluster expansion can be valid. Hence, defining the coarse-graining as
in (12), we demonstrate below that these approximations directly imply similar approximations for
thermodynamic quantities, such as the free energy and the pressure, and we also comment on the
isothermal compressibility. This is a direct consequence of the validity of the cluster expansions. Thus,
from (12), by considering only the two-body contribution, for the finite volume free energy fβ,Λ(N),
we have that:

fβ,Λ(N) = − 1
β|Λ| log Zβ,Λ,N =

∫
dre−βUeff(r) = − 1

β|Λ| log
∫

dre−βU(2)(r) + O(ε2), (13)

where the error is uniform in N and |Λ|. Thus, the approximation U(2) of the CG Hamiltonian implies
a good approximation of the free energy. By adding the next order contribution of the three-body
terms U(3), we can further improve the error in computing the free energy and obtain that:

− 1
β|Λ| log Zβ,Λ,N = − 1

β|Λ| log
∫

dre−β(U(2)(r)+U(3)(r)) + O(ε3). (14)

Note once again that these estimates are valid only in the low density regime where these expansions
are justified.

Similarly, in order to construct approximations for the thermodynamic pressure (at finite volume)
pβ,Λ(z) as a function of the activity z, we work in the grand-canonical ensemble and obtain:

pβ,Λ(z) =
1

β|Λ| log ∑
N≥0

zN Zβ,Λ,N =
1

β|Λ| log ∑
N≥0

zN
∫

dre−βU(2)(r) + O(ε2). (15)

Both quantities have limits given by absolutely convergent series with respect to ρ = N/|Λ| for the
first and z or ρ for the second.

In the same spirit, good approximations to the atomistic (full) partition function can give
controlled approximations for other thermodynamic quantities, as well. For example, the isothermal
compressibility can be related to the variance in the number of particles, which, in turn, can be
expressed in terms of the derivative of the density with respect to the chemical potential (in the grand
canonical ensemble). Since the density is again expressed in terms of the derivative of the logarithm of
the partition function, our suggested method is also applicable here. All further manipulations needed
to arrive at an expansion for the isothermal compressibility; namely, taking derivatives, as well as
inverting series, can be made rigorous in the framework of the cluster expansion, but a full analysis of
this and similar cases of other thermodynamic quantities is beyond the scope of the present work, so
we just refer to [45] for an analysis in this direction.

3. Cluster Expansion

The cluster expansion method originates from the work of Mayer and collaborators (see [47] for
an early review) and consists of expanding the logarithm of the partition function in an absolutely
convergent series of an appropriately chosen small, but finite parameter. Here, we will adapt this
method to obtain an expansion of the conditional partition function and consequently the desired
many-body PMF.
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For the purpose of this article, we assume that the CG map T is a product T = ⊗M
i=1Ti creating

M groups of l1, . . . , lM particles each (e.g., centre of mass mapping). We index the particles in the i-th
group of the coarse-grained variable ri by ki

1, . . . , ki
li
. We also denote them by qi := (qki

1
, . . . , qki

li
), for

i = 1, . . . , M. Then, (8) can be written as:

Ueff(r1, . . . , rM) := − 1
β

log
M

∏
i=1

λi({Tiqi = ri})−
1
β

log
∫ M

∏
i=1

µ(dqi; ri)e−βU(q), (16)

where, for simplicity, we have introduced the normalized conditional measure, related to the specific
CG map:

µ(dqi; ri) :=
1
li!

dqki
1

. . . dqki
li

1{Tiqi=ri}
λi({Tiqi = ri})

, (17)

and by λi, we denote the measure 1
li !

dqki
1

. . . dqki
li

.

To perform a cluster expansion in the second term of (16), we rewrite the interaction potential as
follows:

U(q) = ∑
i<j

V̄(qi, qj), where

V̄(qi, qj) :=
li

∑
m=1

lj

∑
m′=1

V(|qki
m
− q

kj
m′
|).

(18)

Then, letting fi,j(qi, qj) := e−βV̄(qi ,qj) − 1, we have:

e−βU(q) = ∏
i<j

(
1 + e−βV̄(qi ,qj) − 1

)
= ∑

V1,...,Vm
|Vi |≥2,Vi⊂{1,...,N}

m

∏
l=1

∑
g∈CVl

∏
{i,j}∈E(g)

fi,j(qi, qj), (19)

where for V ⊂ {1, . . . , N}, we denote by CV the set of connected graphs on the set of vertices with
labels in V. Furthermore, for g ∈ CV , we denote by E(g) the set of its edges.

Since µ in (17) is a normalized measure, from (16), we obtain:

Ueff(r1, . . . , rM) =− 1
β

log
M

∏
i=1

λi({Tiqi = ri})−
1
β

log ∑
V1,...,Vm

|Vi |≥2,Vi⊂{1,...,N}

m

∏
l=1

ζ(Vi)

=− 1
β

log
M

∏
i=1

λi({Tiqi = ri})−
1
β ∑

V⊂{1,...,N}
ζ(V) +

1
β ∑

V,V′ :
V∩V′=∅

ζ(V)ζ(V′) + . . . ,

(20)

where:
ζ(V) :=

∫
∑

g∈CV

∏
{i,j}∈E(g)

fi,j(qi, qj) ∏
i∈V

µ(dqi; ri) (21)

is a function over the atomistic details of the system. Note that the above expression involves a sum
over all possible pairs, triplets, etc., which is a convergent series for the values of the density ρ = N

|Λ|
and of the inverse temperature β such that ρC̄β(r) < c0, where C̄β(r) :=

∫
| fi,j(qi, qj)|µ(dqi; 0)µ(dqi; r)

and c0 is a known small positive constant [51]. Here, we do not give the full proof, which can be easily
obtained by a slight modification of the one in [51], but in order to motivate the error estimates in
(12), we note that the sum over triplets will give a contribution of the order (N

3 )#{trees on 3 labels}
1
|Λ|3 C̄β(r)2 ∼ ρ(ρC̄β(r))2, i.e., here, ε ∼ ρC̄β(r). If we simplify the sum in (20), one can obtain [51]
Expansion (12), where:

W(2)(r1, r2) := − 1
β

∫
µ(dq1; r1) µ(dq2; r2) f1,2(q1, q2) (22)
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and:

W(3)(r1, r2, r3) := − 1
β

∫
µ(dq1; r1) µ(dq2; r2) µ(dq3; r3) f1,2(q1, q2) f2,3(q2, q3) f3,1(q3, q1). (23)

Recall also the definition of fi,j in (19).

3.1. Full Calculation of the PMF

Notice that the potentials W(2) and W(3) in (22) and (23), respectively, have been expressed via
the Mayer functions fi,j. However, the full effective interaction potential between two CG particles can
be directly defined as the (conditional) two-body PMF given by:

W(2),full(r1, r2) := − 1
β

log
∫

µ(dq1; r1) µ(dq2; r2) e−βV̄(q1,q2). (24)

By adding and subtracting one and expanding the logarithm, we can relate it to (22):

−βW(2),full(r1, r2) = log
∫

µ(dq1; r1) µ(dq2; r2) e−βV̄(q1,q2)

= log(1 +
∫

µ(dq1; r1) µ(dq2; r2) f1,2(q1, q2))

=
∫

µ(dq1; r1) µ(dq2; r2) f1,2(q1, q2)− 1
2

(∫
µ(dq1; r1) µ(dq2; r2) f1,2(q1, q2)

)2
+ . . .

(25)
Higher order terms in the above equation are expected to be less/more important in high/low
temperature.

Similarly, for three CG degrees of freedom r1, r2, r3, the full PMF is given by:

W(3),full(r1, r2, r3) := − 1
β

log
∫

µ(dq1; r1) µ(dq2; r2)µ(dq3; r3) e−β ∑1≤i<j≤3 V̄(qi ,qj). (26)

By adding and subtracting one, we can relate it to (22) and (23) (in the following, we simplify notation
by not explicitly showing the dependence on the atomistic configuration and neglecting the normalized
conditional measure):

e−βW(3),full
=
∫

e−(V12+V13+V23)

=1 +
∫

f12 +
∫

f13 +
∫

f23 +
∫

f12 f13 +
∫

f13 f23 +
∫

f12 f23 +
∫

f12 f23 f13,
(27)

which implies that:

W(3),full = − 1
β

( ∫
f12 +

∫
f13 +

∫
f23 +

∫
f12 f23 f13 +

∫
f12 f13 +

∫
f13 f23 +

∫
f12 f23−

[∫
f12

∫
f13 +

∫
f13

∫
f23 +

∫
f12

∫
f23

])
+ . . .

(28)

In principle, we can rewrite (12) with respect to W(2),full and W(3),full. Note, however, that both of
these terms contain the coarse-grained two-body interactions; hence, in order to avoid double-counting,
when we use both, we have to appropriately subtract the two-body contributions. For some related
results, see also the discussion about Figure 11.

Note finally that in the proposed approach, the hierarchy of CG effective potential (two-body,
three-body, etc.) terms is not fitted or included via some uncontrolled closure; they can be computed,
through a conditional sampling of a few (two, three, etc.) CG particles. Furthermore, our work
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distinguishes from those using the standard liquid state theory also by the fact that we do not use any
simplified models (PRISM, thread model, etc.), but integrate over the atomistic degrees of freedom.

4. Model and Simulations

4.1. The Model

A main goal of this work, as mentioned before, is to examine the parameterization of a
coarse-grained model using the cluster expansion formalism described above for simple realistic
molecular systems; in this work, we study methane and ethane in various density and temperature
regimes. We refer the reader to the Supplementary Material for the atomistic models, as well as their
coarse-graining through the cluster expansion formalism. In order to clarify the notation, we refer
to Figure 1; for the three-body clustering case, each set is composed by exactly three interacting CG
molecules (dots connected with solid lines). The centres of mass (COM) of the set i is located at ri and
associated with µ(dqi, ri).

g
1

g
2

g
3

V
1

V
3

V
2

1

2

3 4

5

6 7

8

9 10

11

Figure 1. Visualization of the partition in (19) for non-intersecting sets V1 = {2, 3, 4, 5}, V2 = {6, 7},
V3 = {9, 10, 11} in each of which we display by solid lines the connected graphs gi ∈ CVi , i = 1, 2, 3.

4.2. Simulations

The simplest system to simulate is the one with only two interacting methane, or ethane, molecules
in a vacuum. This is a reference system for which the many-body PMF is equal to the two-body one.
In addition, we have also simulated the corresponding systems in various densities, as well as in
the liquid regime. The atomistic and CG model methane systems were studied through molecular
dynamics and Langevin dynamics (LD) simulations. All simulations were conducted in the NVT
ensemble. For the MD simulations, the Nose–Hoover thermostat was used. Langevin dynamics
models a Hamiltonian system that is coupled with a thermostat [67]. The thermostat serves as a
reservoir of energy. The densities of both the liquid methane and ethane systems were chosen as the
average values of NPT runs at atmospheric pressure. NVT equilibration and production runs of a
few ns followed, and the sizes of the systems were 512 CH4 and 500 CH3 − CH3 molecules. We note
here that the BBK integrator used for Langevin dynamics exhibits pressure fluctuations of the order of
±40 atm in the liquid phase, whereas temperature fluctuations have small variance, and the system is
driven to the target temperature much faster than with conventional MD. Long production atomistic
and CG simulations have been performed, from 10 ns up to 100 ns, depending on the system. The
error bars (computed via the standard deviation) in all reported data are about 1%–2% of the actual
values. Details about the simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters for CH4.

System N (Molecules) T/K Simulation Time/ns

CH4, CH3-CH3 2, 3 100–900 10–20
CH4 512 80, 100, 120, 300, 900 100

CH3-CH3 500 150, 300, 650 100

In order to compute the hierarchy of CG effective non-bonded potential terms, discussed above,
different simulation runs have been performed, which are discussed below.

4.2.1. Constrained Runs

The first method that we use in order to estimate the effective CG potential is by constraining the
intermolecular distance between two molecules, r = r1,2, in order to compute the constrained partition
function (9). We call it the “constrained run” of two methane, or ethane, molecules, and special care
had to be taken in order to avoid long sampling of the low probability short distances. This notion
is similar to the free energy calculation methods in which CG degrees of freedom are constrained at
fixed distances. Technically, we pin the centres of mass (COM) of each CG particle in space, and on
every step throughout the stochastic (Langevin) dynamics trajectory, we subtract the total force acting
on each COM. Hence, we allow the atoms to move, resulting in rotations, but not translations of the
CG degrees of freedom OM. During these runs, the constraint forces are recorded. The mean value
〈F〉r12=r is calculated in the same manner, and we get W(2),full, F(r), from f = −∇W, as explained in
Section 2.2. Both W(2),full, F(r) and W(2),full, U(r) are based on the same trajectory.

The constrained run technique described above accelerates the sampling for short distances,
but there is a caveat; the ensemble average at very short distances (left part of the potential well) is
strongly affected by the geometric arrangement of specific atoms between the two molecules, and the
system might be trapped in the minimum of energy. For example, the two CH4 molecules are oriented
according to the highly repulsive forces and rotate around the axis connecting the two COMs. Due to
this specific reason, we utilized stochastic (Langevin) dynamics in order to better explore the subspace
of the phase space, as a random kick breaks this alignment. We determine the minimum amount of
steps needed for the ensemble average to converge, in a semi-empirical manner upon inspection of
the error-bars.

4.2.2. Geometric Direct Computation of PMF

In order to further accelerate the sampling and alleviate the noise problems at high energy regions,
which might become catastrophic in the case of the non-symmetric CH3 − CH3 model, we have also
calculated the two-body PMF (constraint partition function) directly, through “full sampling” of
all possible configurations using a geometrical method proper for rigid bodies. In more detail, the
geometric averaged constrained two-body effective potential W(2),geom(r) given in (24) is obtained by
rotating the two (methane or ethane) molecules around their COMs, through their Eulerian angles and
taking account of all of the possible (up to a degree of angle discretization) orientations. The main idea
is to cover every possible (discretized) orientation and associate it with a corresponding weight. The
Euler angles proved to be the easiest way to implement this; each possible orientation is calculated via
a rotation matrix using three (Euler) angles in spherical coordinates.

The above way of sampling is more accurate (less noisy) than constrained canonical sampling
and considerably faster. In addition, the nature of the computations allows massive parallelization
of the procedure. We used a ZYZ rotation with dφ = dψ = dθ = π/20 for CH4 and simple spherical
coordinate sampling with dφ = π/20, dθ = π/45 for CH3 − CH3 (as it is diagonally symmetric in the
united atom description). Note, however, that in this case, the molecules are treated as rigid bodies; i.e.,
bond lengths and bond angles are kept fixed; essentially, it is assumed that intra-molecular degrees of
freedom do not affect the intermolecular (non-bonded potential) ones. However, for this system, there
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is no considerable difference in the resulting non-bonded effective potential. The advantage of this
method is that we avoid long (and more expensive) molecular simulations of the canonical ensemble,
which might also get trapped in local minima and inadequately sample the phase space. We should
also state that this method is very similar to the one used by McCoy and Curro in order to develop a
CH4 united-atom model from all-atom configurations [58].

All atomistic and coarse-grained simulations have been performed using a home-made simulation
package that has been extensively used in the past [63,68], whereas all analysis has been executed
through home-made codes in MATLAB and Python. In addition, long simulation runs have been
performed resulting in error bars that are of the order of the width of the lines in all figures
presented below.

Figure 2. Snapshot of model systems in atomistic and coarse-grained description. (a,b) Two and
three methanes used for the estimation of the coarse-graining (CG) effective potential from isolated
molecules; (c) bulk methane liquid.

5. Results

5.1. Calculation of the Effective Two-Body CG Potential

First, we present data related to the calculation of the two-body potential of mean force for the
ideal system of two (isolated) molecules. For such a system, the conditional M-body CG PMF is a
two-body one. In Figures 3a,b, we provide data for the CG effective interaction between two methane
and ethane molecules, through the following methods:

(a) A calculation of the PMF using the constraint force approach, W(2),full, f, as described in
Section 4.2.1. Alternatively, through the same set of atomistic configurations, the two-body PMF,
W(2),full, u, can be directly calculated through Equation (24).

(b) A direct calculation of the PMF, W(2),geom, using a geometrical approach as described in
Section 4.2.2.

(c) DBI method: The CG effective potential, W(2),g(r), is obtained by inverting the pair (radial)
correlation function, g(r), computed through a stochastic LD run with only two methane (or
ethane) molecules freely moving in the simulation box. The pair correlation function, g(r), of
the two methane molecules is also shown in Figure 3a.

The first two of the above methods refer to the direct calculation of the constrained partition
function (8) with constrained forces and canonical sampling, while the third uses the “direct Boltzmann
inversion” approach. All of the above data correspond to temperatures in which both methane and
ethane are liquid at atmospheric pressure (values of −kBT are also shown in Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Representation of the two-body PMF, for two isolated molecules, as a function of distance r,
through different approximations: geometric averaging, (constrained) force matching and inversion of
g(r). (a) CH4 at T = 100 K; (b) CH3-CH3 at T = 150 K. For the methane, the corresponding g(r) curve is
also shown.

First, for the case of the two methane molecules (Figure 3a), we see very good agreement between
the different methods. As expected, slightly more noisy is the W(2),full,U(r12) curve as fluctuations in the
〈e−βV(q)〉 term for a given r12 distance in Equation (24) are difficult to cancel out. The small probability
configurations in high potential energy regimes have a large impact on the average containing the
exponent; hence, the corresponding plot is not as smooth as the others are. In addition, as previously
mentioned, W(2),full, F comes from the same trajectory (run), but the integration of the 〈 f 〉r12 from
rcutoff up to r12 washes out any non-smoothness. Note that for the same system, recently CG effective
potentials based on IBI, force matching and relative entropy methods have been derived and compared
against each other [63].

Second, for the case of the two ethane molecules (Figure 3b), we see a good, but not perfect,
agreement between the different sets of data, especially in the regions of high potential energy (short
distances). This is not surprising if we consider that high energy data from any simulation technique
that samples the canonical ensemble exhibit large error bars, due to difficulties in sampling. The latter
is more important for the ethane compared to the methane case due to its molecular structure; indeed,
the atomistic structure of methane approximates much better the spherical structure of CG particles
than ethane. The only method that provides a “full”, within the numerical discretization, sampling at
any distance is the geometric one; however, as discussed before (see Section 4), such a method neglects
the bond lengths and bond angle fluctuations.

Next, we also examine an alternative method for the computation of the effective CG potential, by
calculating the approximate terms from the cluster expansion approach. For the latter, we use the data
from the constraint runs of two methane molecules integrated over all atomistic degrees of freedom, as
given in Formula (22). In Figure 4a,b, we demonstrate the PMF through cluster expansions and the
effect of higher order terms as shown in Equation (25), of the two isolated molecules, for CH4 and
CH3-CH3, respectively. As discussed in Section 3, cluster expansion is expected to be more accurate
at high temperatures and/or lower densities. For this reason, we examine both systems at higher
temperatures, than of the data shown in Figure 3; values of −kBT are shown with full lines. Both
systems show the same behaviour. First, it is clear that the agreement between W(2) and the (more
accurate) W(2),full is very good only at long distances (not surprisingly, since the logarithm expansion
holds for every β, as V̄ → 0 in C(β)), whereas there are strong discrepancies in the regions where the
potential is minimum, as well as in the high energy regions (short distances); Second, it is evident that
adding terms up to the second order with respect to β, we obtain a better approximation of W(2),full. All
of the above suggest that geometric averaging is the most accurate and computationally less expensive.
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Figure 4. Relation of the PMF through cluster expansions and energy averaging at high temperatures,
i.e., W(2)(r1, r2) and W(2),full(r1, r2), through expansion over β for (a) CH4 at T = 300 K; (b) CH3-CH3

at T = 650 K. As expected from the analytic form and the relation between the two formulas, W(2) and
W(2),full tend to converge to the same effective potential.

5.1.1. Effect of Temperature-Density

Next, we further examine the dependence of the PMF, for the two isolated methanes, on the
temperature, by studying the system at T = 80K, 100K, 120K, 300K and 900K. In more detail, in
Figure 5a,b, we compare the difference between W(2) and W(2),full at different temperatures. As
discussed in Section 3, the cluster expansion method is valid only in the high temperature regime. This
is directly observed in Figure 5a; at high temperatures, W(2) is very close to W(2),full, which is exact
for the system consisting of two molecules. Note the small differences at short distances, which, as
also discussed in the previous subsection, are even smaller if higher order terms are included in the
calculation of W(2); see also Figure 4.
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Figure 5. (a) PMF through cluster expansions, using (22) and (25) for different temperatures for the CH4

model; (b) PMF through cluster expansions and energy averaging, i.e., W(2)(r1, r2) and W(2),full(r1, r2)

through expansion over β for CH4 at T = 150K. The expansion is not valid at this temperature.

On the contrary, at low temperatures, there is a strong discrepancy around the potential well, as
shown in Figure 5b. In fact, for values of r close to the potential well and for rather high values of β,
the contribution to the integral C(β) is large, and the latter can exceed one, rendering the expansion
in (25) not valid. In Figure 5b, we see that the term (22) is not small, so the expansion (25) is not valid.
The case for ethane is qualitatively similar.

For completeness, we also plot the potential of mean force at different temperatures for the
system of two CH4 molecules; see Figure 6. In principle, Equation (22) is a calculation of free energy;
hence, it incorporates the temperature of the system, and thus, both approximations to the exact
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two-body PMF, W(2) and W(2),full, are not transferable. Indeed, we observe slight differences in the CG
effective interactions (free energies) for the various temperatures, which become larger for the highest
temperature.
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Figure 6. Potential of mean force at different temperatures (geometric averaging). Two CH4 molecules
at T = 80 K, 100 K, 120 K, 300 K.

5.2. Bulk CG CH4 Runs Using a Pair Potential

In the next stage, we quantitatively examine the accuracy of the effective CG interaction potential
(approximation of the two-body PMF), in the liquid state based on structural properties like g(r).
Here, we use the different CG models (approximated pair CG interaction potentials) derived above,
to predict the properties of the bulk CG methane and ethane liquids. In all cases, we compare with
structural data obtained from the reference all-atom bulk system, projected on the CG description.

In Figure 7a,b, we assess the discrepancy between the CG (projected) pair distribution function,
g(r), taken from an atomistic run and the one obtained from the corresponding CG run based on
W(2),full, as already seen in Figure 3 of methane and ethane, respectively. Note that g(r) is directly
related to the effective CG potentials (N = 2 in Equation (6)).
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Figure 7. RDFfrom atomistic and CG using pair potential, W(2), for (a) CH4 at T = 80 K and (b)
CH3 − CH3 at T = 150 K. Spherical CG approximation to the non-symmetric ethane molecule induces
discrepancy and implies that there is more room for improvement.

It is clear that for methane (Figure 7a), the CG model with the W(2),full potential gives a g(r) very
close to the one derived from the analysis of the all-atom data. This is not surprising if we consider
that for most molecular systems, small differences in the interaction potential lead to even smaller
differences in the obtained pair correlation function. Interestingly, the CG model with the W(2) is also
in good agreement with the reference one, despite the small differences in the CG interaction potential
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discussed above (see Figures 4a and 8b). As expected, the difference comes from the missing higher
order terms of Equation (12).

The fact that the CG effective potential, which is derived from two isolated methane molecules,
gives a very good estimate for the methane structure in the liquid state is not surprising if we consider
the geometrical structure of methane, which is rather close to the spherical one. On the contrary, for
the case of ethane (Figure 7b), predictions of g(r) using pair CG potential are much different compared
to the atomistic one, especially for the short distances. Even larger differences would be expected for
more complex systems with long-range interactions, such as water [63]. Similar is the case also for the
other temperatures (T = 80 K) studied in this work (data not shown here).
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Figure 8. RDF of methane from atomistic data and CG models using pair potential at different
temperatures: (a) T = 300 K; (b) T = 900 K. In both cases, the density is ρ1 = 0.3799 g

cm3 .

5.2.1. Effect of Temperature-Density

We further study the structural behaviour of the CG systems at different state points; i.e.,
temperature/density conditions, compared to the atomistic ones. First, we examine the temperature
effect by simulating the systems discussed above (see Figure 7) at higher temperatures; however,
keeping the same density. In Figure 8a,b, we present the RDF of methane from atomistic and CG runs
using pair potential at T = 300 K and T = 900 K respectively.

It is clear that the analysis of the CG runs using the W(2),full potential gives a pair distribution
function g(r) close to the atomistic one for both (high) temperatures, similar to the case of the T = 80K
shown before. In addition, the CG model with the W(2) potential is in very good agreement with
the atomistic data at high temperature (Figure 8b), whereas there are small discrepancies at lower
temperatures (Figure 8a), in particular at the maximum of g(r). This is shown in the inset of Figure 8a,b.
Note also that at this high temperature, the incorporation of the higher order terms in W(2) leads to
very similar potential as the W(2),full (see also Figure 4a) and consequently to very accurate structural
g(r) data, as well.

Next, we examine the structural behaviour of the CG systems at different densities. In
Figure 9a, we present the g(r) from atomistic and CG runs using pair potential at different densities
(ρ1 = 0.3799 g

cm3 and ρ2 = 0.0395 g
cm3 and T = 300 K and T = 900 K). There is apparent discrepancy from

the reference (atomistic) system in both densities in agreement with the data discussed above in Figure
8a.

For the case of higher temperature data (T = 900 K) and the same densities, as shown in Figure 9b,
the pair distribution function, g(r), obtained from the CG model with the W(2) effective interaction is
very close to the data derived from the W(2),full one, and in very good agreement with the reference,
all-atom, data. This is not surprising since, as discussed before, at high temperatures, the cluster
expansion is expected to be more accurate, since cluster expansions hold for high T and low ρ.
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Figure 9. RDF of methane from atomistic and CG using pair potential at different densities ρ1 > ρ2. (a)
T = 300K; (b) T = 900 K. For this model, the pair approximation is sufficient, and in low ρ, high T W(2)

converges to the reference g(r).

Overall, the higher the temperature, the better the agreement in the g(r) derived from the CG
models using any of W(2) and W(2),full. These data are in better agreement with the atomistic data,
as well.

6. Effective Three-Body Potential

In the last part of this work, we briefly discuss the direct computation of the three-body effective
CG potential and its implementation in a (stochastic) dynamic simulation. More results about the
three-body terms will be presented in a future work [59].

6.1. Calculation of the Effective Three-Body Potential

In the following, we present data for the three-body potential of mean force estimated from
simulation runs and geometric computations involving three isolated molecules. We have two
suggestions for the three-body PMF: (a) Formula (23) derived from the cluster expansion formalism,
which is valid for rather high temperatures; (b) another one based on the McCoy–Curro scheme given
in Formula (26). Here, we present data using the latter formula, a detailed comparison of the three-body
effective potentials, W(3),full and W(3), using Formulas (23), and (26) will be given elsewhere [59].

Similarly to the two-body potential, the corresponding calculations can be performed by
constrained molecular dynamics (or any other method that performs canonical sampling). For this, one
needs to calculate the derivative of the three-body potential with respect to some distance. However,
as previously stated, deterministic MD simulations of a constrained system might easily get trapped
in local energy minima, so we utilized stochastic dynamics for the three-body case. In addition, rare
events (high energy, low probability configurations) induce noise to the data, despite long equilibration
(burn-in) periods or stronger heat-bath coupling in the simulations. Although smoothing could in
principle have been applied, it would wash-out important information needed upon derivation with
respect to positions ( f = −∇qW(3)). Therefore, we choose here to present results from the “direct”
geometric averaging approach. The total calculations are one order of magnitude more than the
two-body ones (all possible orientations of the two molecules for one of the third one), so special care
was given to spatial symmetries.

The new effective three-body potential, W(3),full, is naturally a function of three intermolecular
distances: r12, r13, r23. The discretization of the COMs in space is on top of the angular discretization
mentioned in Section 4.2.2 and relates to the above three distances. The investigation of W(3),full for all
possible distances is beyond the scope of this article. Here, we only study some characteristic cases,
showing W(3),full data as a function of distance r23 for fixed r12 and r13, comparing always with the sum
of the corresponding two-body terms. In more detail, in Figure 10a–d, we present simulations based
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on the effective three body potential W(3),full and the sum ∑ W(2),full (geometric averaging) for CH4 at
T = 80 K for different COM distances (): (a) r12 = 3.9, r13 = 3.9; (b)r12 = 4.0 r13 = 4.0; (c) r12 = 4.3,
r13 = 4.0; (d) r12 = 3.8, r13 = 5.64. At smaller distances, the potential of the triplet deviates from the
sum of the three pairwise potentials, and this is where improvement in accuracy can be obtained. As
shown in Figure 10, improvement is needed for close distances around the (three-dimensional) well.
We used a three-dimensional cubic polynomial to fit the potential data (conjugate gradient method),
which means that 20 constants should be determined. A lower order polynomial cannot capture the
curvature of the forces upon differentiation. The benefit of this fitting methodology (over partial
derivatives for instance) is the analytical solution of the forces with respect to any of r12, r13, r23 in
contrast to tabulated data that induce some small error.
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Figure 10. Effective potential comparison between the W(3),full three-body and ∑ W(2),full simulations
(geometric averaging) for CH4 at T = 80 K for different fixed centre of mass (COM) distances (). (a)
r12 = 3.9, r13 = 3.9; (b) r12 = 4.0, r13 = 4.0; (c) r12 = 4.3, r13 = 4.0; (d) r12 = 3.8, r13 = 5.64.

Overall, there are clear differences between the three-body PMF, W(3),full, and the sum of three
two-body interactions, ∑ W(2),full, at short r12, r13 and r23 distances. On the contrary, for larger
distances, the sum of two-body interactions seems to represent the full three-body PMF very accurately.
This is a clear indication of the rather short range of the three-body terms. Based on the above data, the
range of the three-body terms for this system (methane at T = 80 K) is: r12 ∈ [3.8 : 4.1], r13 ∈ [3.8 : 4.1]
and r23 ∈ [3.8 : 5]; hence, the maximum distance for which three-body terms were considered
is rcut-off,3 = 5. In practice, we need to identify all possible triplets within rcut-off,3. Naturally, by
including higher-order terms, the computational cost has increased, as well. More information about
the numerical implementation of the three-body CG effective potential and its computational efficiency
will be given elsewhere [59]. We should state here that in order to keep the temperature constant (in
the BBK algorithm), due to the extra three-body terms in the CG force field, a larger coupling constant
value for the heat bath was required.
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6.2. CG Runs with the Effective Three-Body Potential

Next, we examine the effect of the three-body term on the CG model by performing bulk CG
stochastic dynamics simulations using the new CG model with the three-body terms described above.
In this case, we incorporate the two-body CG effective potential described before for distances larger
than rcut-off,3, whereas we use W(3),full for triplets with all distances (r12, r13 and r23) below rcut-off,3. In
practice, we compute all possible pair interactions, and for the triplets with distances in the above
defined range, we “correct” by adding the difference between W(3),full and the corresponding sum of
W(2),full; i.e., the difference between the datasets shown in Figure 10a–d.

Results on the pair distribution function, g(r), for bulk (liquid) methane at T = 80 K are shown
in Figure 11. In this graph, data from the atomistic MD runs (projected on the CG description), the
CG model involving only pair CG potentials and the new CG model that also involves three-body
terms are shown. First, it is clear that g(r) data derived from the CG model that involves only pair
CG interactions deviate, compared to the reference all-atom data; Second, the incorporation of the
three-body terms in the effective CG potential slightly improves the prediction of the g(r), mainly in
the first maximum regime.
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Figure 11. RDF from atomistic and CG using pair, W(2),full, and three-body, W(3),full, potential for CH4

(T = 80K). The three-dimensional cubic polynomial was used for the fitting.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

In recent years, we have experienced an enormous increase of computational power due to
both hardware improvements and clever CPU-architecture. However, atomistic simulations of large
complex molecular systems are still out of reach in particular when long computational times are
desirable. A generic strategy in order to improve the efficiency of the computational methods is to
reduce the dimensionality (degrees of freedom) by considering systematic coarse-grained models.
There have been many suggestions on how to compute the relevant CG effective interactions in
such models; a main issue here is that even if at the microscopic (atomistic) level there are only pair
interactions, after coarse-graining, a multi-body effective potential (many-body PMF) is derived, which
for realistic molecular complex systems cannot be calculated. Therefore, a common trend has been
to approximate them by an “effective” pair potential by comparing the pair correlation function g(r).
This seems reasonable since given the correlation function, one can solve the “inverse problem” [69]
and find an interaction to which it corresponds. However, this is an uncontrolled approximation
without thermodynamic consistency.

Instead, here, we suggest to explicitly compute the constrained configuration integral over
all atomistic configurations that correspond to a given coarse-grained state and from that suggest
approximations with a quantifiable error. This is similar to the virial expansion where one needs to
integrate over all positions of particles that correspond to a fixed density, and it is based on the recent
development of establishing the cluster expansion in the canonical ensemble [51]; see also [45,61]
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for the corresponding (in the canonical ensemble) expansions for the correlation functions and the
Ornstein–Zernike equation. See also the references therein for a more comprehensive list of the
literature on the diagrammatic expansions. The main drawback that limits the applicability of these
expansions is that they are rigorously valid only in the gas phase. To extend them to the liquid state is
an outstanding problem, and even several successful closures like the Percus–Yevick are not rigorously
justified. Therefore, there is the need for further developing these methods and relating them to
computational strategies. Hence, in this paper, working in the rigorous framework of the cluster
expansion, we seek quantifiable coarse-grained approximations, which we compute using molecular
simulations. As a first test, we presented a detailed investigation of the proposed methodology to
derive CG potentials for methane and ethane molecular systems. Each CG variable corresponds to the
centre of mass for each molecule. Below, we summarize our main findings:

(a) The hierarchy of the cluster expansion formalism allowed us to systematically define the CG
effective interaction as a sum of pair, triplets, etc., interactions. Then, CG effective potentials
can be computed as they arise from the cluster expansion. Note, that for this estimation, no
information from long simulations of n-body (bulk) systems is required.

(b) The two-body coarse-grained potentials can be efficiently computed via the cluster expansion
giving comparable results with the existing methods, such as the conditional reversible work. In
addition, we present a more efficient direct geometric computation of the constrained partition
function, which also alleviates sampling noise issues. No basis function is needed in any of
these methods.

(c) The obtained pair CG potentials were used to model methane and ethane systems in various
regimes. The derived g(r) data were compared against the all-atom ones. Clear differences
between methane and ethane systems were observed; for the (almost spherical) methane, pair
CG potentials seem to be a very good approximation, whereas much larger differences between
CG and atomistic distribution functions were observed for ethane.

(d) We further investigated different temperature and density regimes and in particular cases where
the two-body approximations are not good enough compared to the atomistic simulations. In
the latter case, we considered the next term in the cluster expansion, namely the three-body
effective potentials, and we found that they give a small improvement over the pair ones in the
liquid state.

Finally, note that the proposed approach becomes computationally efficient, since the hierarchy of
the effective non-boned CG potentials terms is developed by the conditional sampling of a few CG
particles, and no information from long n-body (bulk) simulations is required. However, for dense
systems and in the liquid regime, numerical estimation of higher, than the three-body, order terms is
required; this is a major computational challenge.

Overall, we conjecture that the cluster expansion formalism can be used in order to provide
accurate effective pair and three-body CG potentials at high T and low ρ regimes. In order to get
significantly better results in the liquid regime, one needs to consider even higher order terms, which
are in general more expensive to compute and more difficult to treat. Furthermore, expansions in the
correlation functions can also be considered, as was already suggested in one of the original works of
Hiroike and Morita [48]. Finally, another future goal is to extend this investigation to larger molecules
(e.g., polymeric chains) that involve intra-molecular CG effective interactions, as well, and to systems
with long range (e.g., Coulombic) interactions.
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